To all instructors with students entered into the SKILLS USA Firefighting the following is what the contest will consist of. Please share this with your students. If you have any questions don’t hesitate to contact me.

The contest will consist of the following:

Written Test (should have already been completed)

The uniform will be Blue pants, Blue work shirt, Black belt and Black shoes. (The shade of blue does not matter)

Students will provide a copy of their gear inspection.

Students will provide a copy of their resume to the oral board.

Gear donning (no SCBA) timed to one minute.

Knots: 1 knot chosen at random and one hoisting a tool chosen at random.

Hose rolls (will perform 2 chosen at random) Straight roll, Single Donut roll, Double Donut roll, and Self Locking Double Donut roll.

A modified agility test (Hose drag, Rescue dummy drag, Equipment carry, One person ladder raise on a 24 foot extension ladder. (raise 5 rungs set the ladder and tie the halyard)

Oral Interview.
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